
ReachTM 
Launch SupporT

At ATLAS, we understand that designing and launching a satellite is hard. That’s why we’re working 
to simplify that process, from concept to launch. 

ReachTM provides an extensible S-Band downlink entry point for your launch event anywhere on the 
globe. Our engineers have gone to great lengths to make comms with your launch vehicle flexible 
and more economical than ever before.

ReachTM supports customers from initial launch support consulting through liftoff and early orbit 
operations. Our engineering team will assist you throughout the entire process allowing you to 
easily ReachTM your launch vehicle or satellite, all while focusing on design. Working with rocket 
and satellite teams to develop communications strategies, ATLAS ensures telemetry collection for 
detailed analysis. From launchpad to final line of sight transmissions, launch telemetry is available 
both real-time and post-event.

LAUNCH LEOP//

10850 E. Traverse Highway, Ste. 3355
Traverse City, Michigan 49684

p: 231.598.6184   e: info@atlasground.com 

Making launch easy as
3, 2, 1 .... Liftoff



REACHTM LAUNCH SUPPORT

Vandenberg, CA
Mojave, CA

Cecil Spaceport, FL
Wallops Island, VA

Sunyani, Ghana
Tahiti, French Polynesia

Hagatna, Guam

SITES

S-BAND LAUNCH SUPPORT

By employing our LINKS™ Electronically Steered Array, we’re able to provide telemetry and 
data services in both established and non-traditional locations. LINKS™ provides an affordable, 
transportable design, making ReachTM Launch Support unique and hyper-capable. This approach allows 
us to enhance existing infrastructure, as well as offer stand-alone capability where infrastructure is 
limited. 

We leverage the Freedom™ Ground Network’s worldwide locations to provide real-time data to your 
launch vehicle. Reach™ also provides post operations data shipment - so we’ve got you covered during 
and after launch. 

PERFORMANCE

Data Rates

Scalable

Affordable

Secure

Simple

Frequency Rx = 2200-2400 MHz

BPSK, QPSK and SOQPSK

3dB @ 0.2°

Up to 5 Mbps 

22

Beamwidth

Modulation / Demodulation

G/T (dB/K @ 10o)


